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An integral part of the upgrade to the Inner Tracking System (ITS) of
the ALICE detector is to support increased readout rates of the charged parti-
cles resulting due to increased interaction rate of 50kHz in Pb-Pb collisions at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). A major task of the ITS readout system is
to compress the data and store it in the mass storage system for later analysis.
The first step of data compression involves cluster finding on the pixel data re-
ceived from ALPIDE sensors followed by Huffman compression. In this Thesis,
we evaluate the resource requirements for implementing cluster finding on the
Arria 10 FPGAs which are an integral part of the ITS readout system, in an
attempt to reduce the computing nodes needed on the First Level Processors(
FLPs
)
and also to speed up the processing. We present a hardware implemen-
tation of a single pass Connected Component Labeling algorithm. A special
linked list based merger table that ensures a constant worst case latency for
chained label mergers independent of their length is proposed. For retrieving
the shapeIDs, pixels are segregated into clusters on-the-fly without the need
v
to store labeled pixels in memory. Verilog code implementing this design has
been written, a testbench for functional verification has been developed, and
the design has been synthesized.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) [1], is one of the four larger
experiments at the CERN LHC (Large Hadron Collider). It is designed to
study the physics of strongly interacting matter at extreme energy densities
and temperatures, in particular, the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), using high-
energy proton-proton, proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions (about 7
TeV per nucleon). ALICE is preparing a major upgrade of its apparatus
during the LS2 (Long Shutdown 2), currently planned during 2019-2020. It
aims at upgrading the detectors, which, combined with a significant increase
of luminosity of the LHC, will enhance the physics capabilities of ALICE
enormously.
The LHC can presently deliver Pb-Pb collision rates of 8kHz. After
the LS2, ALICE detector will be upgraded to cope with an interaction rate
of 50kHz (luminosity L = 6 x 1027 cm−2 s−1 [2]) producing a sustained data
throughput of 1TB/s from the ALICE detector. These data will be reduced in
the online-oﬄine (O2) computing system by means of online reconstruction and
data reduction so that the stream to permanent storage stays below 80GB/s
peak with a 20GB/s average [3]. In order to reduce the number of compute
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nodes needed in the O2 system to achieve this task, Altera Arria 10 FPGAs,
which are an integral part of the readout system, will be utilized to implement
Cluster finding as a first step of online reconstruction to achieve data reduction.
Figure 1.1: The ALICE detector
In this Thesis, we discuss the RTL implementation of the Cluster find-
ing algorithm for the Inner Tracking System (ITS). The ITS consists of mul-
tiple layers of pixel detectors surrounding the collision point in the ALICE
detector (shown in figure 1.1 taken from [4]). The problem of Cluster finding
can be split into 2 major steps: Connected Component Labeling (CCL) and
Feature extraction for each component. A classical 2-pass connected compo-
nent labeling requires storing the complete image in memory. This is not very
efficient for FPGA implementations as this may require the use of external
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high bandwidth memory, thus, slowing down the processing. In this work,
we use a single pass connected component labeling algorithm, reducing the
memory requirement and also reducing the latency for corresponding mem-
ory accesses. We use a linked list based approach for on-the-fly label merging
which takes care of the problem of merger chains. For feature extraction, we
propose a shift register based approach to get the shape bits on-the-fly in a
pipelined manner without the need to store all the pixels of a component.
The rest of the Thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the
construction of the ALICE ITS detector and the complete readout system.
Chapter 3 discusses the existing work on Connected Component Labeling and
the problems that need to be solved in such a system. In Chapter 4, we
present the RTL implementation of our design. In Chapter 5, we discuss the
results of our work. We conclude this Thesis and present some ideas for further
improvement of this work in Chapter 6.
3
Chapter 2
ALICE ITS Detector
The LS2 upgrade of the LHC foresees an increased event rate of more
than 50kHz of Pb-Pb collisions. This calls for increased resolution and read-
out capabilities of the Inner Tracking System (ITS). This chapter discusses
the capabilities of the current ITS detector, the construction of the new ITS
detector and the associated readout system that will be needed for the upgrade.
2.1 The current ITS
The short-living heavy particles travel a very small distance from the
collision vertex before decaying. The ITS aims at identifying these phenomena
of decay by measuring the location where it occurs.
The current ITS detector consists of 6 layers of silicon detectors: 2 lay-
ers of Silicon Pixel Detectors (SPD), 2 layers of Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD)
and 2 layers of Silicon Strip Detectors (SSD) as shown in figure 2.1. The
pixel size of the current detectors is 50um x 425um; this will become signif-
icantly smaller with the upgrade, to increase the resolution of the detector.
The readout rate is currently limited to 1 kHz.
4
Figure 2.1: The current ITS detector
2.2 Construction of the new ITS detector
The new ITS will be made of 7 layers of monolithic pixel detectors, the
details of which will be discussed in the following sections.
2.2.1 The ALPIDE sensor
A custom developed sensor called ‘ALPIDE’ is the basic detector ele-
ment used in the ITS. It is based on Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS)
technology and is implemented in 180nm CMOS technology [5]. It measures
15mm X 30 mm and contains a matrix of 512 x 1024 sensitive pixels (0.5
MPixels). Each pixel is 29.24um x 26.88um. There are a total of ≈24000
sensors in the ITS detector giving it a resolution of 12.5GPixels.
The maximum occupancy1 of the detector is simulated to be ≈0.09%.
So, to reduce the overall amount of data transmitted, the frame data is zero-
1Number of hit pixels in a chip.
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suppressed and only the addresses of the hit pixels are sent as the output. As
shown in figure 2.2 taken from ALPIDE operations manual [5], two columns
of pixels are read out as one double column. The figure also shows the order in
which the hit pixels are read out from each double column, we call it the snake
pattern for references in this Thesis. The readout of the matrix is organized as
32 regions of 16 double columns each. Each region is read out by 16 Priority
Encoder circuits, each handling the readout of one double column. The data
from the 32 region readout blocks are assembled and formatted by the Top
Readout Unit module.
Figure 2.2: General architecture of the ALPIDE chip
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The format of the data being sent out of the ALPIDE sensor is given
in Table 2.1.
Data Word Length (Bits) Value (binary)
IDLE 8 1111 1111
CHIP HEADER 16 1010<chip id[3:0]><BUNCH COUNTER FOR FRAME[10:3]>
CHIP TRAILER 8 1011<readout ags[3:0]>
CHIP EMPTY FRAME 16 1110<chip id[3:0]><BUNCH COUNTER FOR FRAME[10:3]>
REGION HEADER 8 110<region id[4:0]>
DATA SHORT 16 01<encoder id[3:0]><addr[9:0]>
DATA LONG 24 00<encoder id[3:0]><addr[9:0]> 0 <hit map[6:0]>
BUSY ON 8 1111 0001
BUSY OFF 8 1111 0000
Table 2.1: Data format adopted in ALPIDE sensor
2.2.2 ITS detector
Figure 2.3: Layout of the new ITS detector
The Inner Tracking System consists of ≈24,000 ALPIDE sensors ar-
ranged in 7 cylindrical layers surrounding the collision point as depicted in
figure 2.3 taken from [4]. The innermost 3 layers form the Inner Layer also
known as the Inner Barrel. The next 2 layers form the Middle Layers and the
7
last 2 layers form the Outer Layers. The middle and outer layers constitute
the Outer Barrel. Each layer consists of ALPIDE chips arranged as staves as
shown in figure 2.3 taken from [5]. Each stave in the outer two layers is made
up of 14 (2 x 7) outer barrel modules and each middle layer stave is made up
of 8 (2 x 4) outer barrel modules, where an outer barrel module consists of 14
ALPIDE sensors as depicted in figure 2.4. Each inner layer stave/inner layer
module consists of 9 ALPIDE sensors. Table 2.2 gives the exact count of the
number of staves and sensors in each layer. With this complete arrangement,
the ITS detector forms a 12.5G Pixel camera.
Figure 2.4: Arrangement of ALPIDE chips in Inner, Middle and Outer layer
staves
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Layer No. of Staves Sensors/stave Sensors/layer Pixels/layer
0 12 9 108 56.6M
1 16 9 144 75.5M
2 20 9 180 94M
3 24 8x14 2688 1.4G
4 30 8x14 3360 1.76G
5 42 14x14 8232 4.3G
6 48 14x14 9408 4.9G
Total 192 24120 12.5G
Table 2.2: Total pixels from ITS detector
2.3 Readout Electronics
Figure 2.5 shows the system that reads the data from the ITS detector
and sends it to the Online-Oﬄine (O2 ) system located 100m away in a counting
room where partial event reconstruction and event data reduction takes place
before it is stored in the mass storage system.
Figure 2.5: ITS readout electronics
A brief description of the blocks in the readout system is given below:
1. ALICE Trigger system: The ALICE trigger system generates the ap-
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propriate triggers to the ITS as well as other detectors in ALICE. It
consists of the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) and the Local Trigger
Unit (LTU). The data from sensors can be read either continuously or
in triggered mode. In triggered mode, for each collision, the CTP gener-
ates the trigger signal and the LTU modules distribute it to all detectors.
This trigger starts the read-out of detectors.
2. Readout Units: The ITS readout system is composed of 192 Readout
Units located 5m away from the outermost ITS layer. The readout units
host FPGAs that configure and control the pixel sensors, receive and
assemble data, and manage power units. Each readout unit is connected
to one ITS stave. The data are read out via 3816 differential high-speed
lines. Pixel sensors are controlled and monitored via 624 bidirectional
buses. The GigaBit transceiver (GBTx) serializer/de-serializer present
on the readout unit converts the electrical signals into optical signals to
send the data for further processing and storage to the Common Readout
Unit (CRU) over optical links.
3. Common Readout Unit (CRU): There are 24 CRU boards in the ITS
readout system. It acts as an interface between the on-detector electron-
ics, the First Level Processors (FLP), and the ALICE trigger system.
It is based on high performance FPGA processors and is equipped with
multi-gigabit optical inputs and outputs. The bi-directional front-end
links based on the Versatile Link and GigaBit Transceiver (GBTx) seri-
alizer/deserializer ASIC connect the on-detector electronics to the CRU,
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carrying detector data, configuration, and trigger information. The link
bandwidth is 400 MB/s each.
4. First Level Processors (FLP): These are high-performance servers based
on Intel Xeon CPUs with high speed 10Gb ethernet or fiber channel as
its network interface. It receives a partial event from the CRUs attached
to its PICe bus and sends it to the Event Processing Nodes (EPN) either
directly or after local processing (e.g. cluster finding).
Figure 2.6: Global architecture of the Online and Oﬄine Computing system
(O2)
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The global architecture of the O2 system is shown in figure 2.6. Each
detector will send its data to the O2 system. ITS first sends its data to the
CRUs over GBT links which is then sent to the FLPs in the O2 system over a
PCIe interface. Before being stored to the mass storage system, the data will
be compressed in 2 stages allowing more number of events to be recorded. The
first level of compression is performed at a local level (e.g., cluster finding) in
the FLP. Processing of global data from all sensors (such as reconstruction
of tracks and association of them to primary vertex) in the EPNs allows for
further reduction in data volumes [6].
2.4 Local compression - Cluster Finding
Instead of storing the raw data (i.e., pixel hit addresses) to the mass
storage system, we can identify groups of adjacent pixels called clusters and
store the relative position and shape information of clusters instead. Most of
the cluster shapes repeat, giving rise to redundant information being trans-
mitted and stored. Huffman compression [7] can be used to exploit this re-
dundancy and compress the data.
If the data is compressed even before sending the data to the FLPs,
the computing nodes needed in the FLPs can be significantly reduced. The
resources on the CRU are not completely utilized, so these are the potential
resources that could be utilized for Cluster finding and Huffman compression.
A study was performed to identify the best place to perform these operations.
Figure 2.7 shows the different scenarios that were considered. If the compres-
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sion is performed before the EPN, it needs to be decompressed again in EPN
as the data is needed for global event reconstruction. Though the bandwidth
needed for transmitting compressed data is low, the amount of processing
needed to decompress the data overshadows this benefit. Therefore, the com-
pression will be performed in the EPN and not in the stages before. The only
2 options (marked with green tick in figure 2.7) to evaluate are:
1. Performing clusterization on the CRU
2. Performing clusterization on the FLP
Figure 2.7: Scenarios considered for local compression of ITS data
In this Thesis, we are evaluating the first option to find out if the
13
Cluster Finder algorithm can be implemented with the resources available on
the CRU.
14
Chapter 3
Cluster Finding
This chapter dives deeper into cluster finding and discusses related
work. It is divided into three sections. The first section gives some definitions
and briefly explains a generic ‘Connected Component Labeling’ algorithm [8].
The second section discusses some existing work in Cluster Finding with the
focus on hardware implementations. The third section introduces prior work
done at CERN and the algorithm that was developed in software, intended to
be used in the FLP.
3.1 Some definitions and generic algorithm
3.1.1 4-connected component
“A pixel, Q, is a 4-neighbor of a given pixel, P, if Q and P share an
edge” [9]. As shown in figure 3.1, pixels P2, P4, P6 and P8 are the 4-neighbors
of pixel P. A connected component is called a 4-connected component if every
2 pixels that are adjacent are 4-neighbors.
15
Figure 3.1: 4-connectivity
3.1.2 8-connected component
“A pixel, Q, is an 8-neighbor of a given pixel, P, if Q and P either share
an edge or a vertex” [9]. As shown in figure 3.2, pixels P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 P6,
P7 and P8 are the 8-neighbors of pixel P. A connected component is called a
8-connected component if every 2 pixels that are adjacent are 8-neighbors.
Figure 3.2: 8-connectivity
3.1.3 Generic two-scan algorithm for Connected Component La-
beling
Figure 3.3 taken from [8] shows the generic 2-scan algorithm for con-
nected component labeling of a 4-connected component.
16
Figure 3.3: Two-scan labeling algorithm
It shows the 3 phases of binary image (I) involved. The black/gray
pixels are the object pixels whereas the white pixels are the background pixels.
During the first scan, a labeling window scans the entire binary image in raster
scan order and assigns initial labels to all the pixels. A label is generated for
pixel A (i.e. I(x, y)) of the labeling window. Pixels B (i.e. I(x-1, y)) and C
(i.e. I(x, y-1)) are the neighboring pixels. For the current pixel I(x, y), it does
nothing if it is a background pixel. If it is an object pixel, it processes it as
follows:
• If its left neighbor I(x-1, y) and upper neighbor I(x, y-1) are background
pixels, a new label is assigned to I(x, y).
• If both left neighbor I(x-1, y) and upper neighbor I(x, y-1) are labeled
already, the label of left neighbor I(x-1, y) is copied and the labels of
I(x-1, y) and I(x, y-1) are marked as equivalent.
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• If left neighbor I(x-1, y) is labeled already, the label of I(x-1, y) is copied
to I(x,y).
• If upper neighbor I(x, y-1) is labeled already, the label of I(x, y-1) is
copied to I(x,y).
The pseudo code for the above algorithm can be given as follows:
Listing 3.1: Pseudo code for CCL
1 l = 0
2 for each I(x,y) in raster scan
3 |if I(x,y)==0 // I(x,y) is a background pixel
4 || label[I(x,y)] = 0
5 |else // I(x,y) is an object pixel
6 ||if I(x-1,y) == 0 and I(x,y-1) ==0
//Both neighbors are background pixels
7 ||| l++
8 ||| label[I(x,y)] = l
9 ||else if I(x-1,y) == 1 and I(x,y-1) ==1
//Both neighbors are object pixels
10 ||| label[I(x,y)]= label[I(x-1,y)]
// copy label of I(x-1,y)
11 ||| mark labels of I(x-1,y) and I(x,y-1) as
equivalent
12 ||else if I(x-1,y) == 1
13 ||| label[I(x,y)]= label[I(x-1,y)]
// copy label of I(x-1,y)
14 ||else // I(x,y-1) == 1
15 ||| label[I(x,y)]= label[I(x,y-1)]
// copy label of I(x,y-1)
16 || end_if
17 |end_if
18 end_for
During the second scan, the equivalent labels are merged, and all the
image pixels are re-labeled with merged labels. This concludes the connected
component labeling.
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3.2 Hardware implementations of Connected Compo-
nent Labeling
Figure 3.4: 3x4 label assigning window
Figure 3.5: Connected Component Labeling flow
In [10], Yang et al. have proposed an efficient architecture for fast
label assignment in binary images. In their work, they use a 3x4 window of
incoming pixels (as shown in figure 3.4) which allows them to concurrently
process two label assigning operations (for P1 and P2). Figure 3.5 shows the
connected component labeling flow adopted in this work. The label assigning
block assigns initial labels to the pixels as well as finds label pairs in the
connected components. To resolve the label mergers, the authors in [10] have
19
proposed the use of a class register array. The symbolic image after the first
scan is stored in memory and a second scan is needed to resolve the component
mergers. This falls under the category of two-pass algorithms as it needs
two raster scans of the image to obtain the final connected component. The
drawback of this implementation is the memory required to store the complete
image as well as the latency.
The authors in [8] propose an implementation to accelerate both label
generation and merging of equivalent labels. They perform label generation
for four pixels in parallel by using a 2x5 window. The first scan is used to
generate temporary labels to establish the label equivalences, while the actual
labels are not written to memory, thus requiring less memory compared to
other two-pass algorithm implementations. A special lookup table, as shown
in figure 3.6, is implemented to merge the equivalent labels. For each label,
an assignment and successor labels are stored. With each equivalence, the
assignment and the successor are accessed successively until the merger chains
have been resolved. This label merging takes several clock cycles depending
on the length of the merger chain.
Figure 3.6: Label Merging Lookup Table
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Two-pass implementations have a latency of 2 image frames and need
sufficient memory to store at least one complete image. If on-chip memory is
not sufficient, this requires the use of external high bandwidth memory. To
overcome these two issues, the authors in [11], [12], [13] use single pass analysis
and gather data on the regions as they are built, avoiding the need to store
intermediate data. The work in [11] proposed merging and relabeling on-the-
fly. This was achieved by maintaining a merger table. A merger control block
updates the merger table whenever two objects are merged. Merger chains
were resolved by maintaining a chain stack data structure. To enhance the
performance of this approach, the authors in [12] streamlined the architecture
to operate on parts of the image in parallel and then coalesce these parts
at the end. The paper proposed the use of local labels and global labels to
avoid errors due to the same label being applied to different parts of the image
when operating on them in parallel. In [13], the authors attempted to make
the design resource efficient. They reduced the memory requirements by re-
using the labels that are no longer needed. To support this, they implemented
out-of-order processing of labels.
3.3 Prior work - Software implementation
Work to assess the performance of different hardware and programming
models for cluster finding is going on in parallel by different groups working
on ALICE. Besides implementing the Cluster finder on the CRU, the other
option being considered is to implement it in software on the FLP. Here we
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present the algorithm that was written in C++ by Chapeland, S et al. [3],
initially intended to be deployed on the FLP. We use this work as the starting
point for our FPGA implementation. In this Thesis, we have implemented all
the features supported by this piece of software.
3.3.1 Background
As discussed earlier in section 2.4, the aim is to achieve compression by
first identifying clusters of pixels and later using Huffman compression on the
cluster information. Figure 3.7 depicts the overall idea.
Figure 3.7: An overview of ITS cluster finder
From the incoming pixel hit data from ALPIDE, clusters will be iden-
tified. A dictionary data structure will be maintained to record already ob-
served cluster shapes. The dictionary will be arranged in descending order of
the number of occurrence of the cluster shapes, thus assigning a lower id to
the most frequent shape. This information will be useful for Huffman com-
pression. Every time a cluster is identified, its shape will be checked against
already identified cluster shapes in the dictionary. If it does not exist, it will
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be added to the dictionary. If it is present, its Id will be looked up in the
dictionary and this Id will be sent to the EPN for Huffman compression.
3.3.2 C++ Implementation
Figure 3.8: Software implementation flowchart of Cluster Finder
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We receive the data from ALPIDE in a snake pattern as discussed
previously in section 2.2.1. With this algorithm, we are assigning a label to
pixel C. Pixel A & B should already be processed due to the order in which
input pixels arrive. The incoming data is processed as follows:
• Decode the run-length encoded input. Extract hit pixel information from
the DATA SHORT1 or DATA LONG2 data words. The pixel address is
encoded as double column ID and offset within the double column.
• Convert (dColId, offsetId) to (x,y).
• Check adjacent labels of A3 & B.
– If only A is labeled, copy its label to C and add pixel C to A’s
cluster.
– If only B is labeled, copy its label to C and add pixel C to B’s
cluster.
– If both A & B are labeled, copy A’s label to C, merge clusters A
& B and add C to that cluster. The merging operation consists of
11 pixel.
21 hit pixel, followed by next 7 pixels in the double column.
3A can either be in the same double column or previous double column, in which case,
a buffer containing labels of previous double column needs to be maintained.
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copying all the pixels from cluster B to cluster A and freeing cluster
B.
– If neither of A & B are labeled, create a new cluster with C.
• Repeat the above process until the CHIP TRAILER data word is found,
which marks the end of the chip data.
• Now, for all clusters, find the shapeBits. This operation involves finding
the minimum x and y and assigning 1 or 0 to bits in an 8x8 window as
seen in the code snippet below
• The code works in two modes:
1. buildDictionary mode
– If dictionary entry for shapeBits exists, increase shape occur-
rence count.
– If entry does not exist, add a dictionary entry and set shape
occurrence count as 1.
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2. useDictionary mode
– If dictionary entry exists, lookup index of that shape and send
to output (x min, y min, shapeID)
– If entry does not exist, send (x,y) of the pixel.
This algorithm takes 47.59 ms to process the data from 2124 sensors as
measured on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU @ 3.30GHz, 4 cores, single
socket, 8GB RAM machine. The performance will be better on the FLPs,
which will have advanced server grade processing capabilities. Data from all
the ALPIDE sensors is processed sequentially, one after the other. Thus, for
processing data from one sensor it takes ≈22.4µs. In the actual system, we
will be receiving data at an average rate of 1 event/20µs. The processing time
required by the software implementation implies a significant pile-up rate.
Thus, we need a system that can readout and process the data fast. This is
another important motivation to implement the system in hardware, where we
can make use of pipelined and parallel processing to speed up the process.
Thus, we establish the below goals for the study done in this Thesis.
• Estimate the resources needed for implementing this algorithm on the
CRU FPGA (Altera Arria10)
• Estimate the time needed to process the data on the FPGA (We have
24 CRUs in the system and within these CRUs, we can have multiple
instances of the ‘Cluster Finder’. So, we can process data from multiple
sensors in parallel).
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• By implementing this on the CRU, reduce the computing nodes needed
on FLP.
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Chapter 4
Cluster Finder - RTL Development
4.1 System Requirements
4.1.1 Sample input
The specification of the sensor inputs important to us are given in table
4.1.
Interaction rate (Pb-Pb) 50 kHz
Shaping time 5us
Acquisition window 20us
Noise 10−6 px−1
Table 4.1: Sensor specifications
The corresponding data was generated from Monte Carlo simulations
and converted to ALPIDE raw data format using the Aliroot1 framework [14].
Figure 4.1 shows one such event for a single ALPIDE chip. As observed,
the image is mostly empty with some groups of pixels (clusters) scattered
throughout.
1ALICE Off-line framework for simulation, reconstruction and analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Image for one ALPIDE chip (zoomed)
A study was performed to estimate the maximum number of fired pixels
per chip in each layer. The results of this study for the specifications described
above are presented in table 4.2.
Layer Number of fired pixels/chip
0 389
1 217.46
2 141.37
3 4.54
4 2.98
5 1.75
6 1.47
Table 4.2: Maximum Occupancy
From this study, it is evident that the number of fired pixels per chip is
higher in the Inner Layer and reduces drastically for Middle and Outer Layers.
We observe that the maximum number of fired pixels/chip is 389. Assuming
a ≈20% margin, we can consider this number to be approximately 500 for the
purposes of our system implementation.
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4.1.2 CRU and System Integration
The CRU will be implemented on Intel’s Arria 10 (10AX115S2F45I1SG)
FPGA; its resources are summarized in table 4.3. As shown in figure 4.2, the
input to the CRU comes from the APLIDE sensors and the Readout Units over
8 lanes. The data from multiple ALPIDE sensors are multiplexed on each lane
(for the evaluation done in this Thesis, we assume that we receive the data
from one ALPIDE sensor at a time followed by the next; not multiplexed).
On the output side, it is connected to the FLP via a PCIe interface.
Figure 4.2: Integration of Cluster Finder with the ITS Readout System
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In the existing CRU firmware implementation, there is an empty block
called ‘User Logic’ where we will be integrating our Cluster Finder. The CRU
operates with a clock frequency of 240MHz. We will be using this clock as an
input to our block.
We envision the complete system to operate as described below.
• In the beginning, the Cluster Finder will operate in buildDict mode
where the user logic, shown in instance 0 of figure 4.2, will be bypassed.
The sensor data will be used as conditioning data by the FLP to build
the dictionary database. This dictionary will then be sent to the Cluster
Finder over the PCIe interface.
• Once the dictionary is constructed and uploaded to the FPGA, we will
look up the shape in the dictionary to find the ShapeId for the incoming
sensor data from that point onwards.
– First, identify the cluster
– Obtain corresponding shape bits
– Lookup dictionary and get ShapeId
– Send (x min, y min, ShapeId) over the PCIe interface
There will be multiple instances of this Cluster Finder that will operate
on the incoming data from 8 lanes in parallel as depicted in figure 4.2.
As the CRU testbench is not available, for our development purposes
we will be feeding the simulated sensor data from the PCIe interface as well.
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These data will be received by the PCIe hard IP and sent to the Cluster Finder
over an AvalonMM [15] interface.
4.1.3 Available resources
Table 4.3 shows the available Arria 10’s resources for our purposes:
Resource Total Used by CRU logic Available for Cluster Finder
ALM (Adaptive Logic Module) 427,200 74,915 (18%) 352,285 (82%)
Block Memory bits 55.562 Mbits 8.672 Mbits (16%) 46.89 Mbits (84%)
DSP blocks 1,518 0 (0%) 1,518 (100%)
Table 4.3: Available Arria 10 resources
4.1.4 Specifications Summary
Clock Rate 240 MHz
Available processing time 20 us
Available ALMs 352,285
Available Block Memory bits 46.89 Mbits
Image size 1024x512 pixels
Table 4.4: Specifications Summary
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4.2 Top-level architecture
Figure 4.3: Cluster Finder - Top-level Architecture
Dictionary data and run-length encoded ALPIDE data are sent over
the AvalonMM interface running at a clock frequency of 60MHz. The rest of
the logic runs at a clock frequency of 240MHz. The dictionary data consisting
of 1000 entries of 64bits each are written to the dictionary memory (1000 x
64bits). The ALPIDE data are decoded in the alpide reader block. The de-
coded (x,y) coordinates are fed to the cluster identifier block where each pixel
is labeled based on the cluster to which they belong. This is the initial label-
ing; component mergers are taken care of in the next block. The shapeID find
block merges the components, finds x min, y min & shapeBits (8x8 block) for
the clusters, finds the shapeID from the dictionary and sends it to the output.
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4.3 Block-wise Implementation and Evaluation
4.3.1 ALPIDE reader
Figure 4.4: Sensor Data Encoding
Figure 4.4 shows the format in which ALPIDE data are encoded. The
data from all the chips belonging to a link are enclosed within Link Header
and Link Trailer along with the corresponding ‘linkId’. The data of all the 32
regions within a chip are enclosed between Chip Header and Chip Trailer along
with the corresponding ‘chipId’. Similarly, DATA SHORT & DATA LONG
belonging to a region are sent after the corresponding Region Header and
‘regionId’. As was seen in table 2.1, the length of these data words is not
constant, they are variable. Data words are either 8, 16, or 24 bits. As the
smallest granularity is 8 bits, it was chosen as the unit for processing incoming
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data. The FSM (Finite State Machine) to decode these data is shown in figure
4.5. Each state in the FSM operates on 8-bit input data. If a data word is
more than 8 bits long, the FSM uses multiple states (colored with the same
color).
Figure 4.5: Decoder FSM
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Figure 4.6: Alpide Reader block
Figure 4.6 shows the block diagram for the ‘alpide reader’. The aval-
onMM data is 256 bits wide, whereas the FSM reads only 8 bits at a time.
Also, the frequency of the input is not same as the rest of the logic. Therefore,
in order to decouple the input interface and the FSM, we added a dual clock
mixed width FIFO of size 512 bytes (256bits x 16) with 256bit wide input and
8 bit wide output. The wait states on the AvalonMM interface take care of
the FIFO full condition. The FIFO size can be increased if the block feeding
the ‘alpide reader’ cannot tolerate wait states. The FSM reads 1 byte at a
time from the FIFO and produces as output the x (10 bits), y (9 bits) and a
valid signal corresponding to each hit pixel decoded from DATA SHORT and
DATA LONG. The out sel logic gates the output based on the ‘chipId’ and
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‘linkId’ configured. The output waveforms of this block are shown in figure
4.7.
Figure 4.7: Alpide Reader waveforms
4.3.2 Cluster Identifier
Figure 4.8: Cluster Identifier block
This block is responsible for applying labels to the identified clusters as
well as local level component merging. Larger mergers such as combining two
existing clusters are deferred to the next block (see section 4.3.3). It identifies
labels that need to be merged and sends an indication to the next block. In the
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software implementation, clusters are combined by copying over one cluster to
the other whenever a label equivalence is found. This is a time consuming
task. We take advantage of the parallelism of hardware to avoid this iterative
process. This is taken care of in the next block and will be discussed in section
4.3.3.2.
4.3.2.1 Label assignment and mergers
As seen in section 4.1.1, there will be at most 500 pixel hits per sensor.
In the worst case, if no two pixels are neighbors, there will be maximum of 500
clusters having 1 pixel each. Thus, our system should be able to generate 500
distinct labels. We generate these labels with a 9-bit counter (label cnt
[
8:0
]
)
which generates labels from 1 to 511.
Figure 4.9: Adjacent pixels – Different cases
As discussed in section 3.3.2, while determining the label of a new pixel
C, its adjacent pixels A & B should be checked for existing labels. Since the
pixel data are sent for each double column and not single columns, one of the
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two cases, as depicted in figure 4.9, can occur.
• Pixel A is in the same double column (figure 4.9(a)): For this case,
it can either be the immediate previous pixel or the immediate future
pixel (due to the pixel data arriving in the snake pattern). For this
case to be checked, we need to save the previous two pixels. We save
this information in buffers ‘xy buf’ and ‘label buf’ of sizes (10+9)x2 and
9x2, i.e., a total of 76 bits.
• Pixel A was in the previous double column (figure 4.9(b)): For this case
to be checked, we need to buffer the labels of the second column of
the previous double column. We have used internal buffers ‘col buf0’ &
‘col buf1’ of size 512 (no. of pixels in a column) of 9 bits each (i.e., 2x576
bytes) for this purpose. One of them acts as the previous double column
and the other one is used to store labels of the current double column.
When we proceed to the next double column, we swap the buffers.
4.3.2.2 Component mergers
Since the input pixels arrive in a snake pattern, several cases arise that
need to be considered while identifying the labels to be merged. These cases
are summarized in figure 4.10. The identified labels (pix label1, pix label2)
are sent to the output along with a ‘merge’ signal.
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Figure 4.10: Component Merger - Scenarios
The waveforms for input and output signals of this block can be seen
in figure 4.11. As can be seen from the waveforms, the latency of this block is
2 clock cycles (8 ns).
Figure 4.11: Cluster Identifier waveforms
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4.3.3 ShapeId finder
Figure 4.12: ShapeId Finder
The ‘shapeId find’ block is responsible for merging the clusters with
equivalent labels, finding shapeBits for merged clusters and looking up the
dictionary and sending the corresponding ‘shapeId’.
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The merger table records the equivalent labels and resolves the merger
chains. The pixels belonging to different clusters are partitioned and sent to
respective ‘convert2shapeBits’ blocks by the partitioning controller. The 32
‘convert2shapeBits’ blocks read pixels belonging to each cluster and find the
shapeBits corresponding to an ‘8x8’ block. The dictionary block contains the
dictionary sent by the FLP and is used to look up the ‘shapeId’ corresponding
to ‘shapeBits’. Since we are processing 32 blocks in parallel, there has to be
an arbiter at the output. This is a round robin arbiter; it selects the output
from each dictionary one after the other and presents the ‘shapeId’ at the final
output. In the sections below we discuss each sub-block in detail.
4.3.3.1 Merger table
The merger table is a dual port RAM[16] that stores equivalent labels.
It has 512 entries of 9 bits (i.e. a total of 576 bytes) each, corresponding to
each label. One port is used for writing the equivalent label and the other port
is used for reading the label. Figure 4.13 shows a sample memory content for
8 labels for the shown equivalences.
Figure 4.13: Merger Table and Label Equivalences
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The memory will be initialized such that each memory location contains
its own address as its data, i.e., each label will point to itself (for example,
address 0x1 will hold 0x1 as its data, address 0x2 will hold 0x2 as its data,
and so on). Every time equivalent labels are found, the value of the smaller
label is written to the address pointed to by the larger label. For example, for
the equivalence between 3 & 1, the value of 1 is written to address 3. Chain
mergers are also taken care of while writing the equivalent label. For example,
in figure 4.13, labels 5 & 2 are equivalent and labels 7 & 5 are equivalent.
Initially, the equivalence of 5 & 2 is resolved by writing 2 to address 5. Then,
while resolving the equivalence of 7 & 5, first the content of location 5 is
checked. Since this contains 2, the content of 2 is checked. As its content is 2,
this is the smallest label in the merger chain. Thus, this value, 2, is written to
address 7. So, 7 and 5 both now point to 2. Any further chain, for example
12 equivalent to 7, will be resolved after just 2 memory reads since 7 already
points to 2. So, now, 12 will also be pointing to 2.
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Figure 4.14: Merger Control FSM
The merger control FSM shown in figure 4.14 controls the process de-
scribed above. Figure 4.15 shows the block diagram of the ‘merger table’ block.
The equivalent labels from the input are stored in the ‘Merger FIFO’. This
gives the FSM enough time to resolve the chained equivalences. The merger
control FSM reads data from address ‘small label’ over port0. It continues to
read from memory until the data matches its address. This marks the end
of the chain. This value is now written to the address ‘big label’. Now, the
equivalent label after the chain resolution can be read from the other port.
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Figure 4.15: Merger Table block
Figure 4.16 shows the waveform depicting the writing of one equivalent
label to the merger table.
Figure 4.16: Merger Table Waveforms
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4.3.3.2 Partitioning controller
This FSM controls the communication between the Pixel FIFO, the
Merger Table and the ConvertToShapeBits blocks (these blocks are shown in
figure 4.12). It is responsible for segregating incoming pixels to their respective
clusters based on their merged labels.
Figure 4.17: Dynamically partitioned image based on empty double columns
The sensor image is dynamically partitioned based on empty double
columns as depicted in figure 4.17. A ‘Double column gap detection block’
detects an empty double column. When pixels for a region are input to the
‘ShapeId find’ block, they are stored in the ‘Pixel FIFO’ until label equivalence
chains are resolved for that region in the ‘Merger Table’. For example, when
label equivalences from Region 1 are being resolved, pixels from that region
are stored in the FIFO. ‘Merger Table’ then proceeds to resolve equivalences
of Region 2. At this time, the pixels belonging to Region1 in ‘Pixel FIFO’ can
be read out. The partitioning controller FSM (figure 4.18) reads the pixels
from the ‘Pixel FIFO’, reads their merged label from the ‘Merger Table’ and
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sends the pixel to the appropriate ‘Convert To ShapeBits’ block based on the
label using a DMUX as shown in figure 4.12.
Figure 4.18: Partitioning controller FSM
4.3.3.3 ConvertToShapeBits
Figure 4.19: Convert To ShapeBits block
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This block takes as input pixels belonging to a cluster and identifies
shape bits corresponding to it for an 8x8 block. Figure 4.20 shows one such
cluster and the associated shapeBit vector. Here, bit 0 corresponds to the
pixel (x min,y min).
Figure 4.20: ShapeBits encoding for an 8x8 block
In the software implementation, (x min,y min) is found by iterating
over all the pixels in the cluster first. The ShapeBits are assigned with respect
to this value of (x min,y min) by again iterating over all the pixels. If we were
to implement in the same way in hardware, we would need to store all these
pixels in memory (64x19 bits). This will also add to the latency. Instead, we
find the (x min,y min) on-the-fly and adjust the shapeBits accordingly. We
use a 64-bit shift register for the shapeBits. We assume the first incoming pixel
to be (x min,y min) and assign bit 0 of the shift register to be 1. The pixels
arriving later could be greater than (x min,y min) or less than (x min,y min)
in which case (x min,y min) needs to be updated and the shapeBits needs to
be shifted appropriately. The following cases arise.
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• Incoming (x,y) is greater than (x min,y min): (x min,y min) remains
the same. Find relative position of (x,y) w.r.t (x min,y min) and set
that bit to 1.
• Incoming x is smaller than x min: x now becomes the x min. Shift
‘shapeBits’ by amount (x min-x) and set bit 0 to 1.
• Incoming y is smaller than y min: y now becomes the y min. Shift
‘shapeBits’ by amount 8*(y min-y) and set bit 0 to 1.
The case where both x & y are smaller than x min & y min does not occur as
the pixels are arriving in a snake pattern.
The signal ‘new cluster region’ indicates a double column gap which
guarantees that the cluster region has finished. This is used to output a
‘compare’ signal which indicates to the next block that ‘shapeBits’ are now
ready and can be used to lookup the dictionary.
Figure 4.21 shows the waveforms for this block while identifying the
shapeBits for a sample cluster.
Figure 4.21: Convert to shapeBits waveforms
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4.3.3.4 Dictionary
Figure 4.22: Dictionary block
The dictionary data are sent to this block by the FLP over the PCIe
interface. This is stored in the dictionary memory. ‘ShapeBits’ along with a
‘compare’ signal are sent to this block from 8 ‘ConvertToShapeBits’ blocks.
These comparisons are done in parallel and the corresponding ‘shapeId’ which
is the address of the memory corresponding to the ‘ShapeBits’ are sent to the
output. These outputs are stored in a FIFO to be read out by the ‘Output
Arbiter’ discussed in section 4.3.3.5
4.3.3.5 Output Arbiter
This logic arbitrates between the 32 dictionary output FIFO’s in a
round robin fashion and sends the corresponding cluster information (x min,
y min, shapeId) to the output.
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Figure 4.23: Output controller FSM
The output controller FSM shown in figure 4.23 controls the reading
of dictionary output FIFOs based on arbiter grants. It transitions from IDLE
to Gnt Arb state when at least one FIFO is not empty. Based on the ar-
biter grant, it issues a read request to the appropriate FIFO. It waits in the
Wait dict fifo state for the FIFO output and sends this to the output port.
4.4 Memory requirement estimate
The tables in figure 4.24 show the estimate of memory requirements for
the design implementation discussed in this chapter.
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Figure 4.24: Memory requirement estimate
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 RTL level verification
The RTL design was simulated with the NCsim simulator from Ca-
dence. The testing was done hierarchically by simulating the sub-modules of
‘Cluster Finder’ with a dedicated test bench.
For verifying the ‘Cluster Finder’ at top-level, the test bench shown in
figure 5.1 was designed. For the purpose of this simulation, sensor data were
generated by Monte Carlo simulations for one event. These data are read from
file and fed to the DUT (Design Under Test) by the AvalonMM driver.
Figure 5.1: Top-level test bench
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The DUT output was compared with the output generated from the
C++ model and was found to match. The top-level simulation waveform
in figure 5.2 shows the processing of a sample pixel, (20, 318). The latency
through each sub-block is summarized in table 5.1.
Figure 5.2: Waveforms from top-level simulations
Block Latency (ns)
Cluster Identifier 8
Partitioning controller 172
Cluster to shapeBits 16
Dictionary 4
Output Arbiter 64
Total 264
Table 5.1: Latency for pixel (20, 318)
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The latency of the Cluster Identifier block is constant. The latency
through the partitioning block is variable and depends on the dynamic par-
tition of the image (discussed in section 4.3.3.2). The latency through the
Convert2shapeBits block is also variable and depends on the number of pixels
in the dynamic partition. The dictionary has a constant latency. The time
taken by each shapeID to appear at the output depends on its position in the
arbitration cycle.
Software implementation Hardware implementation
22.4us 3.77us
Table 5.2: Time taken to process all pixels from 1 ALPIDE sensor
Table 5.2 gives a comparison of the time taken for processing all the
pixels from 1 ALPIDE sensor. We achieve 5.94X speedup compared to software
by implementing the cluster finding algorithm in hardware.
5.2 FPGA resource requirements
The ‘Cluster Finder’ was synthesized with Intel’s Quartus 17.1 tool to
analyze the resources needed to implement this design on the Arria 10 FPGA.
To send the simulated sensor data to the FPGA we need a Linux host
PC that can send transactions to the FPGA over the PCIe interface. Inside
the FPGA, a PCIe hard IP receives these data and sends them to the Cluster
Finder. To achieve this, the ‘Cluster Finder’ was integrated with the PCIe
reference design [17] from Intel with the help of the ‘Platform Designer’ tool,
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known as ‘QSys’ in the previous versions of the tool. Figure 5.3 shows the
block diagram of the integrated system for FPGA synthesis and figure 5.4
shows the ‘Platform Designer’ window for it.
Figure 5.3: Integration of ‘Cluster Finder’ with PCIe reference design
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Figure 5.4: System Integration using the ‘Platform Designer’ tool
The synthesis results obtained for this design are given in table 5.3.
Entity Combinational ALUTs Dedicated Logic Registers Block Memory Bits
alpide reader 496 96 4096
cluster identifier 4448 9340 0
shapeID find 1495248 268997 12104
pixel fifo 30 23 3712
merger table 35 34 4680
partition controller 27 58 0
convert to shapeBits 32x462 32x168 0
dictionary 4x369896 4x65624 0
dict out fifo 32x6 32x8 32x116
output arbiter 146 66 0
Table 5.3: Resource usage from Synthesis
The resource utilization for ‘alpide reader’ and ‘cluster identifier’ are
as per expectations. However, the logic utilization for ‘shapeID find’ block is
high. The major contributor to this is the ‘dictionary’ block. As implemented,
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its memory usage is ‘0’. But according to our expectations, it should have used
memory instead of logic. Arria 10 does not have Embedded System Blocks
(ESBs) which could be used to implement the Content Addressable Memory
(CAM) needed for our application. Besides ESBs, CAM can be implemented
as a register array or using RAM. For implementing CAM using RAM, the role
of address and data are reversed [18]. In our case, we have 64 bit dictionary
entries; this will require RAM of size 264, which is not feasible. Because of
this, the CAM was implemented by the synthesis tool using register array
(≈65,536 registers for each dictionary) and a large amount of combinational
logic. Based on current results, the design cannot be directly implemented
on the Arria 10 FPGA, the bottleneck being the dictionary block. To reduce
the resource utilization of the Cluster Finder, the following options could be
considered:
1. Coding style: LUT usage depends on the coding style. Code optimiza-
tions [19] can result in slight reduction of resource usage.
2. Architectural changes: Architectural updates can help in reducing the
resource usage significantly. The main bottleneck is the dictionary block.
We use four of these blocks and in each block, we do comparison for
8 inputs in parallel. If these comparisons could be serialized, we will
need only one dictionary block. Also, the combinatorial logic could be
reduced.
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5.3 General guidelines for hardware implementation
Based on our work, here are a set of general guidelines that can be
useful while designing hardware from a software model.
• ‘for’ loops with ‘if else’ conditions within them can be designed as a state
machine with the ‘if else’ conditions defining the state transitions.
• Bitwise operations such as the ones shown in the code snippet below can
be implemented as combinational logic.
• Every ‘function’ in C++ can be viewed as a hardware ‘block’ with inputs
coming in and being processed every cycle.
• While implementing in hardware, combine the functionality of two loops
that use the same data. With this, data need not be stored, thus, reduc-
ing memory usage as well as latency.
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For example, in the code snippet above, in the first iteration, mini-
mum/maximum values of x, y are calculated. Later, the same hit data
is iterated over again to calculate shapeBits. In our hardware implemen-
tation, we combined both these tasks and calculated min values of x, y
on-the-fly as was discussed in section 4.3.3.3.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Improvements
The software algorithm for cluster finding was successfully mapped to
a Verilog implementation. The single pass implementation (not requiring a
frame buffer) and efficient merger table reduced the processing latency consid-
erably. Label merger and cluster segregation on-the-fly significantly reduced
the memory requirements.
The block requiring the maximum FPGA resources is the ‘dictionary’.
Due to the unavailability of ESBs and the dictionary size, the synthesis tool
used a large amount of logic resources to implement the CAM, overshooting
the available resources of the Arria 10 FPGA. Further optimization of the
Verilog code may help in reducing the logic usage, but cannot be guaranteed.
Architectural changes can also be looked at.
The future steps for deploying this design on the real system would be
to provide an interface that can be integrated with the ‘User Logic’ in the
CRU. This design can be verified with the help of a CRU test bench, once it is
available. In the actual system, there will be more than 24x8 instances of this
Cluster Finder running in parallel, catering to the data from different sensor
chips. The sensors should be evenly assigned to the different instances of the
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Cluster Finder so that each has to process equivalent amounts of data and thus
achieve the best overall throughput. This work was an initial development for
evaluation purposes. The Cluster Finder itself can be further optimized to get
the best resource usage possible.
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Appendix
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Appendix 1
Verilog codes for the ‘Cluster Finder’
The Verilog source codes for the ‘Cluster Finder’ can be found at:
“https://github.austin.utexas.edu/aq3289/CRU_cluster_finder”.
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